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Topic sentence  
Analyze difficulty between student in study English of non English departement  student and Thailand 
student who studied in Muhammadiyah Sidoarjo University between Megawati’s article. 
I.  Journal description 
Journal 1 
The tittle of the first joural is “he journal of  Kesulitan Mahasiswa Dalam Mencapai Pembelajaran 
Bahasa Inggris Secara Efektif” is published on August 2016, and this journal using Indosian 
Language. 
Journal 2 
The tittle of the second  joural is “Tertiary Level Exchange Students’ Perspectives On Self-Efficacy: 
Toward EFL Writing”  published on 9 November 2016 and using English Language. 
II. Content of article 
Journal 1 is explain about what make indonesian studen in (PGSD Major) have a difficulty when they 
are learn about English Language and the problem came when the student start to learn English,  
because they are not usual to use English in everyday. 
Journal 2 is explain about what make student of Thailand have difficulty when they are learn English, 
and why they get that problem because they are Learning in another country gives challenging 
atmosphere for someone who scholarship to be a foreign exchange student because they get a many 
different habitually in Indonesia. 
 
III. Method 
The journal 1 using method  observation and qualitative methods  the data collected by three step 
there are  Data reduction, Data display and  Conclusion of the research. 
 
The Journal 2 using method applied research methodology closed-ended questionnare and interview 
with the student (object). The second journal presented using diagram.  
IV. Significance 
Journal 1 is more explain using research complete and detail with description from here we can know 
what  is make student feel dificult in the lesson. 
Journal 2 using researc and description more details because journal 2 complete with diagrams and 
some of the theory which that make easly to understand. 
 
Concluding sentence 
From the journal we can know what make  student feeling difficult in English, and what the problem 
they are have in the lesson and from here were know the difference about that two journal .  
1. Point By Point Method 
The journal of  “Kesulitan Mahasiswa Dalam Mencapai Pembelajaran Bahasa Inggris Secara Efektif” 
is explain about the indonesian student (PGSD Major)  when they are learn about english and 
“Tertiary Level Exchange Students’ Perspectives On Self-Efficacy: Toward EFL Writing” is explain 
ebout student from Thailand which learn English english in Indonesia. Then Journal 1 is explain about 
what make indonesian studen in (PGSD Major) have a difficulty when they are learn about English 
Language and the problem came when the student start to learn English,  because they are not usual to 
use English in everyday. And Journal 2 is explain about what make student of Thailand have 
difficulty when they are learn English, and why they get that problem because they are Learning in 
another country gives challenging atmosphere for someone who scholarship to be a foreign exchange 
student because they get a many different habitually in Indonesia. And from the method The journal 1 
using method  observation and qualitative methods  the data collected by three step there are  Data 
reduction, Data display and  Conclusion of the research and The Journal 2 using method applied 
research methodology closed-ended questionnare and interview with the student (object). The second 
journal presented using diagram. Then Journal 1 is more explain using research complete and detail 
with description from here we can know what  is make student feel dificult in the lesson but Journal 2 
using researc and description more details because journal 2 complete with diagrams and some of the 
theory which that make easly to understand. And  From the journal we can know what make  student 
feeling difficult in English, and what the problem they are have in the lesson. 
2.  Block Method  
The journal of  Kesulitan Mahasiswa Dalam Mencapai Pembelajaran Bahasa Inggris Secara Efektif is 
explain about problem of  the indonesian student (PGSD Major)  when they are learn about english 
and from Journal 1 is explain about what make indonesian studen in (PGSD Major) have a difficulty 
when they are learn about English Language and the problem came when the student start to learn 
English,  because they are not usual to use English in everyday, from the method The journal 1 using 
method  observation and qualitative methods  the data collected by three step there are  Data 
reduction, Data display and  Conclusion of the research, and the Journal 1 is more explain using 
research complete and detail with description from here we can know what  is make student feel 
dificult in the lesson. 
 
Tertiary Level Exchange Students’ Perspectives On Self-Efficacy: Toward EFL Writing is explain 
ebout student from Thailand which learn English english in Indonesia and Journal 2 is explain about 
what make student of Thailand have difficulty when they are learn English, and why they get that 
problem because they are Learning in another country gives challenging atmosphere for someone who 
scholarship to be a foreign exchange student because they get a many different habitually in Indonesia 
then use method The Journal 2 using method applied research methodology closed-ended 
questionnare and interview with the student (object). The second journal presented using diagram, 
Journal 2 using researc and description more details because journal 2 complete with diagrams and 
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